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Abstract
Many fields deal with large systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) which cannot be solved

analytically and require numerical integrators. These integrators are computationally expesnive and
become a significant burden when fitting ODE based models. Often times, parts of an ODE system can
be solved analytically. We here propose a method to combine an analytical and a numerical solution to
solve ODE systems. We will refer to this approach as using a mixed solver. We apply this method to a
pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic model, which gets fitted to simulated data, and compare how well a
mixed solver model and a numerical integrator model perform. We observe, with the mixed solver, an
avegerage speed-up of ~44%.

1 Introduction

This article follows Sebastian Weber’s case study, entitled Solving ODEs with a Forcing Function[1].

We would like to study study how well a Stan model performs when we combine an analytical and a numerical
solution to solve an ODE system, versus solely relying on a numerical solution. In the former case we use a
mixed solver, in the latter a numerical solver or integrator.

Our motivating problem is a pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) model which simultaneously
describes how a drug gets absorded (PK) and the effect of that drug once it has been asborded (PD). The
kinetic ODEs can be solved analytically, while the dynamic ODEs present more difficult pathologies that
require a numerical integrator. The PK ODEs do not depend on their PD counterparts and can thus be
solved independently; the reverse does not hold.

The intuition which motivates the use of a mixed solver is that it is much faster to compute an analytical
solution than to do a numerical integration. The mixed solver allows us to solve the PK ODEs analytically
and reduces the size of the system we solve numerically.

This intuition is however a little bit naive. Recall an ODE integrator constructs the solution function one
step at a time, using a tangent approximation. It is very likely there exist multiple steps between the times
at which we require a solution. If we can solve a problem analytically, we can directly compute a solution
at the times of interest, without constructing the function at intermediate steps. Unfortunately, the mixed
solver cannot take advantage of this: because the PD ODEs depend on the solution to the PK ODEs, we
need to compute the latter at each step of the numerical integration.

On the other hand, augmenting the size of the ODE system which gets solved numerically comes at a high
computational cost1.

In light of this trade-off, we would like to study which method performs best and how significant the difference
is. To address the skepticism of some our colleagues, we study a Friberg-Karlson semi-mechanistic model,
which is recognized as a fairly difficult problem.

2 Motivating Problem

The Friberg-Karlson semi-mechanistic model [2] describes the absorption and effect of a drug on the absolute
neutrophil count (ANC) in the patient’s blood. The ANC is kept at a baseline via a feedback mechanism,

1This is a point I would like to elaborate on. Why is it so costly to increase the size of an ODE system?
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which the drug pertubs.

Figure 1: Two Compartment Model with First-Order Absorptions. An orally administered drug enters the
body through the gut and is then absord into the blood, organs, and tissues of the body. This process is
described by an ODE system we can solve analytically

We use a pharmacokinetic Two Compartment Model with a first-order absorption, described by the following
ODEs:

dygut

dt
= −kaygut

dycentral

dt
= kaygut − ( CL

Vcentral
+ Q

Vcentral
)ycentral + Q

Vperipheral
yperipheral

dyperipheral

dt
= Q

Vcentral
ycentral − Q

Vperipheral
yperipheral

Figure 2: Friberg-Karlsson Semi-Mechanistic Model. The body uses a feedback mechanism to keept to ANC
at a baseline in the Circulatory compartment. The drug pertubs this meachanism [2].This process is described
by a system of nonlinear ODEs, which needs to be solved numerically.

The pharmacodynamics of the model are described by:
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dyprol

dt
= kprolyprol(1 − Edrug)(

Circ0

ycirc
)γ − ktryprol

dytransit1

dt
= ktryprol − ktrytransit1

dytransit2

dt
= ktrytransit1 − ktrytransit2

dytransit3

dt
= ktrytransit2 − ktrytransit3

dycirc

dt
= ktrytransit3 − ktrycirc

where Edrug = α ycentral
V1

.

The patient recieves a multiple dose treatment. We fit the model to measurements of the drug concentration
and the ANC over time. For more details on pharmacometrics models, see our discussion on Differential
Equation Based Models in Stan [3].

3. Implementation of the Two Methods in Stan

There exists an analytical solution to the Two Compartment ODEs. The PD equations are nonlinear and
require a numerical integrator. We don’t expect any stiffness and therefore use the Runge-Kutta 4th/5th
method (integrate_ode_rk45).

3.a Numerical Integrator

For the numerical method, we code the following system of 8 differential equations:

real[] feedbackODE (real t,
real[] x,
real[] parms,
real[] rdummy,
int[] idummy) {

## PK variables
real CL = parms[1];
real Q = parms[2];
real VC = parms[3];
real VP = parms[4];
real ka = parms[5];
real k10 = CL / VC;
real k12 = Q / VC;
real k21 = Q / VP;
real conc;
real Edrug;

## PD variables
real MTT = parms[6];
real circ0 = parms[7];
real alpha = parms[8];
real gamma = parms[9];
real ktr = 4 / MTT;
real prol = x[4] + circ0;
real transit1 = x[5] + circ0;
real transit2 = x[6] + circ0;
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real transit3 = x[7] + circ0;
real circ = fmax(machine_precision(), x[8] + circ0);

real dxdt[8];

dxdt[1] = -ka * x[1];
dxdt[2] = ka * x[1] - (k10 + k12) * x[2] + k21 * x[3];
dxdt[3] = k12 * x[2] - k21 * x[3];
conc = x[2] / VC;
Edrug = alpha * conc;

dxdt[4] = ktr * prol * ((1 - Edrug) * ((circ0 / circ)^gamma) - 1);
dxdt[5] = ktr * (prol - transit1);
dxdt[6] = ktr * (transit1 - transit2);
dxdt[7] = ktr * (transit2 - transit3);
dxdt[8] = ktr * (transit3 - circ);

return dxdt;
}

3.b. Mixed Solver

For the mixed solver, the system “reduces” to 5 differential equations. We compute the drug amount in each
pharmacokinetic compartment using the function twoCptModel1, defined in the functions block.

Notice we pass additional parameters (parms[10:12]) as the initial states of the pharmacokinetic system.
Unfortunately, we cannot save the result of twoCptModel1, since the ODE integrator only returns the solutions
to the PD ODEs. This means we need to compute the solutions for the PK ODEs seperately, which introduces
redundancy and is inefficient.

The analytical solutions is coded as follow:

## Analytical solution to the two compartment model
vector twoCptModel1(real dt, vector init, vector parms) {

real CL = parms[1];
real Q = parms[2];
real V1 = parms[3];
real V2 = parms[4];
real ka = parms[5];
real k10 = CL / V1;
real k12 = Q / V1;
real k21 = Q / V2;
real ksum = k10 + k12 + k21;
vector[3] alpha;
vector[3] a;
vector[3] x = rep_vector(0.0, 3);

alpha[1] = (ksum + sqrt(ksum * ksum - 4.0 * k10 * k21))/2.0;
alpha[2] = (ksum - sqrt(ksum * ksum - 4.0 * k10 * k21))/2.0;
alpha[3] = ka;

if(init[1] != 0.0){
x[1] = init[1] * exp(-alpha[3] * dt);
a[1] = ka * (k21 - alpha[1]) / ((ka - alpha[1]) * (alpha[2] - alpha[1]));
a[2] = ka * (k21 - alpha[2]) / ((ka - alpha[2]) * (alpha[1] - alpha[2]));
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a[3] = -(a[1] + a[2]);
x[2] = init[1] * sum(a .* exp(-alpha * dt));
a[1] = ka * k12 / ((ka - alpha[1]) * (alpha[2] - alpha[1]));
a[2] = ka * k12 / ((ka - alpha[2]) * (alpha[1] - alpha[2]));
a[3] = -(a[1] + a[2]);
x[3] = init[1] * sum(a .* exp(-alpha * dt));

}

if(init[2] != 0){
a[1] = (k21 - alpha[1]) / (alpha[2] - alpha[1]);
a[2] = (k21 - alpha[2]) / (alpha[1] - alpha[2]);
x[2] = x[2] + init[2] * sum(segment(a, 1, 2) .* exp(-segment(alpha, 1, 2) * dt));
a[1] = k12 / (alpha[2] - alpha[1]);
a[2] = -a[1];
x[3] = x[3] + init[2] * sum(segment(a, 1, 2) .* exp(-segment(alpha, 1, 2) * dt));

}

if(init[3] != 0){
a[1] = k21 / (alpha[2] - alpha[1]);
a[2] = -a[1];
x[2] = x[2] + init[3] * sum(segment(a, 1, 2) .* exp(-segment(alpha, 1, 2) * dt));
a[1] = (k10 + k12 - alpha[1]) / (alpha[2] - alpha[1]);
a[2] = (k10 + k12 - alpha[2]) / (alpha[1] - alpha[2]);
x[3] = x[3] + init[3] * sum(segment(a, 1, 2) .* exp(-segment(alpha, 1, 2) * dt));

}

return x;
}

And the mixed solver as:

real[] feedbackODE (real t,
real[] x,
real[] parms,
real[] rate,
int[] idummy) {

## PK variables
real VC = parms[3];
real conc;
real Edrug;

## PD variables
real MTT = parms[6];
real circ0 = parms[7];
real alpha = parms[8];
real gamma = parms[9];
real ktr = 4 / MTT;
real prol = x[1] + circ0;
real transit1 = x[2] + circ0;
real transit2 = x[3] + circ0;
real transit3 = x[4] + circ0;
real circ = fmax(machine_precision(), x[5] + circ0);

vector[3] initPK;
vector[3] predPK;
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real dxdt[5];

initPK[1] = parms[10];
initPK[2] = parms[11];
initPK[3] = parms[12];
predPK = fTwoCpt(t, to_vector(parms), initPK, rate);

conc = predPK[2] / VC;
Edrug = alpha * conc;

dxdt[1] = ktr * prol * ((1 - Edrug) * ((circ0 / circ)^gamma) - 1);
dxdt[2] = ktr * (prol - transit1);
dxdt[3] = ktr * (transit1 - transit2);
dxdt[4] = ktr * (transit2 - transit3);
dxdt[5] = ktr * (transit3 - circ);

return dxdt;
}

4. Performance Analysis

4.a Metrics

We consider two metrics to see how well a model performs:

1. how accurately does the model estimate the parameters? In particular, does the mean estimate agree
with the value of the parameters used to simulate the data?

2. how much time does it take to generate 1000 independent samples?

4.b Data simulation and Model Fitting

We simulate data for one patient using the R package mrgsolve [4]. The plasma concentration (c) is simulated
according to the following equations:

log(c) ∼ N(log(ĉ), σ2)
ĉ = f2cpt(t, CL,Q, V2, V3, ka)

(CL,Q, V2, V3, ka) = (10, 15, 35, 105, 2.0)
σ2 = 0.001

and the absolute neutrophil count (ycirc) according to:

log(ycirc) ∼ N(log( ˆycirc), σ2
PD)

ˆycirc = fFK(ktr, Circ0, γ, Edrug)
ktr = 4/MTT

Edrug = αc

(MTT,Circ0, α, γ) = (125, 5, 3e− 4, 0.17)
σ2

PD = 0.001

The clinical trial is described by the following protocol:

• Multiple doses: 80,000 mg administered every 12 hours, 15 times
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• 1 subject
• PK: plasma concentration of drug (c)
• PD response: Neutrophil count (ycirc)
• PK measured at 0.083, 0.167, 0.5, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 hours after the first, second and last

doses, and once every 12 hours.

• PD measured once every two days for 28 days

We use strongly informative priors and run 4 chains with 200 iterations, evenly divided between the warmup
and sampling phases2. The intial estimates for each chain are randomly generated by sampling from the priors.
We do 100 runs for each model. We use the R package qapply [5] on the metworx platform (metworx.com)3.

4.b Results

Both models accurately estimate the parameters (figure 3). This is expected, given we used the same model,
though specified differently, to simulate and fit the data. Figure 4 clearly shows the mixed-solver requires
less time to simulate 1000 effective independent samples for all parameters. Averaging over all runs and
parameters, the numerical integrator requires 41144.24 (~41K) seconds to produce 1000 independent samples,
while it takes the mixed solver 22879.35 (~23K) seconds. This corresponds to an average speed-up of 44.39%.

Conclusion

Using the mixed solver allowed for a ~44% speed-up when fitting a Friberg-Karlsson model. While we have
empirical evidence and a sound intuition supporting this result, we have yet to develop a more fundamental
theory to explain our observations.

We expect many PKPD problems present pathologies similar to those in our case-study, namely the use of
a simple PK model coupled with a more complex PD model. We will implement a function in Torsten, a
prototype pharmacometrics library for Stan [6], to facilitate the use of a mixed solver. This function will take
advantage of the analytical solutions for the One and Two compartment models with a first-order absorption.

A further study may ask whether we observe a speed-up when we combine a semi-analytical matrix exponential
solution (versus a purely analytical solution) with a numerical integrator. We would motivate this approach
with the same reasonning that led us to the mixed solver. While computing a matrix exponential solution is
more expensive than computing a numerical solution, we still expect it to be cheaper than doing a numerical
integration.
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Figure 3: Fractional Difference (in percentage) between the estimated parameter value and the value used to
simulate data. Both models perform similarly when estimating the parameter values. A wisker plot is used to
visualize the spread over all runs: the bar represents the mean run time, the edges of the box the 25th and
75th percentiles. In red are the results for the numerical integrator and in turquoise for the mixed solver.
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Figure 4: Comparison of Log(time) required to simulate 1000 effective independant samples for each parameter.
A wisker plot is used to visualize the spread over all runs: the bar represents the mean run time, the edges of
the box the 25th and 75th percentiles. In red are the results for the numerical integrator and in turquoise for
the mixed solver. Overall the mixed solver performs better than the numerical integrator. The Log scale is
used for clarity purposes and the units are log(seconds). Averaging over all parameters, we find the mixed
solver allows for a 44.39% speed-up.
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